Abstract. This paper formulates the problem of Extremum Seeking for optimization of cost functions defined on Riemannian manifolds. We extend the conventional extremum seeking algorithms for optimization problems in Euclidean spaces to optimization of cost functions defined on smooth Riemannian manifolds. This problem falls within the category of online optimization methods. We introduce the notion of geodesic dithers which is a perturbation of the optimizing trajectory in the tangent bundle of the ambient state manifolds and obtain the extremum seeking closed loop as a perturbation of the averaged gradient system. The main results are obtained by applying closeness of solutions and averaging theory on Riemannian manifolds. The main results are further extended for optimization on Lie groups. Numerical examples on Riemannian manifolds (Lie groups) SOp3q and SEp3q are also presented at the end of the paper.
1. Introduction. Optimization on manifolds is an important research area in optimization theory, see [2, 36, 41] . In this class of problems, the underlying optimization space is a manifold and consequently the analysis differs from the standard optimization algorithms in Euclidean spaces. Numerical techniques and methods for optimization on manifolds should guarantee that in each step an optimizer is an element of the search space which is a manifold. Hence, optimization methods on manifolds are closely related to geometry of manifolds, see [2, 12, 25, 41] .
As known, smooth manifolds can be embedded in high dimensional Euclidean spaces (Whitney Theorem) [3] . This means that optimization on manifolds can be carried out as constrained optimization problems in Euclidean spaces with sufficiently large dimensions. However, the corresponding embeddings for each particular manifold may not be available and algorithms developed on manifolds may be more efficient in terms of convergence speed and calculation burden [32] . The algorithms investigated in this field range from simple line search methods to more sophisticated algorithms such as trust region methods, see for example [5, 43] .
Optimization on manifolds can arise in a wide range of applications where the search space is constrained. Its applications may appear in signal processing [26] , robotics [15] , and statistics [10] . The main underlying assumption in most of the numerical algorithms presented for optimization on manifolds is that the cost function is available. This makes the implementation of numerical algorithms simple since various numerical methods can be applied to calculate the sensitivity of cost functions to obtain numerical optimization trajectories. However, in many problems, cost functions may not be given in a well defined closed form. This necessitates generating a class of numerical methods which do not explicitly depend on the closed form of cost functions derivatives [35, 37] . This is the main motivation of this paper.
Extremum seeking is a class of on-line or real-time optimization methods for optimization of the steady-state behavior of dynamical systems [21] . This method is applied for optimization of both static functions and dynamical systems where the optimizer does not have a model of the cost/utility function or dynamical models. In other words, either cost functions or dynamical systems are unknown for the optimization procedure and the optimization algorithm should be able to converge to a vicinity of a local optimizer, see [8, 13, 14, 18, 21, 27-29, 38, 40] . In this paper we only consider the extremum seeking algorithms for optimization of static cost functions and consequently we assume that cost functions are not available for the optimization procedure.
Extremum seeking finds its applications in a vast area of dynamical systems including robotics and mechanical systems. As is known mechanical systems are mathematically modeled on manifolds which do not necessarily possess vector space properties, see [1, 6, 7] . Traditionally, extremum seeking systems have been analyzed in the class of unconstrained optimization methods on R n where the vector space properties of Euclidean spaces simplify the analysis.
In a more general framework, the underlying Euclidean spaces can be replaced by Riemannian manifolds. That is to say, we change an unconstrained optimization problem to a constrained one where the constraints are imposed by the ambient manifold spaces. This necessitates a generalization of the extremum seeking framework for optimization on manifolds. To this end, we define a class of online optimization methods where the optimization trajectories lie on manifolds. As an example, the standard gradient descent and Newton methods are extended to their geometric versions by employing the notion of geodesics on Riemannian manifolds, see [25, 36] . In this paper this step is done for extremum seeking algorithms by introducing the so-called geodesic dithers which are the geometric versions of dither signals in standard extremum seeking framework, see [21, 38] . By employing the geodesic dithers, we guarantee that during the optimization phase optimizing trajectories always lie on state manifolds. To analyze the behavior of the closed loop system, we employ averaging techniques developed for dynamical systems on Riemannian manifolds and apply results of closeness of solutions to obtain closeness of optimizing trajectories to local optimizers.
A recent version of extremum seeking algorithms for optimization of cost functions on submanifolds of Euclidean spaces appeared in [9] . In [9] , the authors analyzed an extremum seeking algorithm based on the Lie bracket approach. The method presented in [9] is based upon embeddings of manifolds in Euclidean spaces and the techniques are inherited from extremum seeking algorithms in Euclidean spaces. However, in general, such embeddings may not be always available and implementation of extremum seeking algorithms on general Riemannian manifolds requires geometric extensions of methods developed in Euclidean spaces.
In terms of exposition, Section 2 presents some mathematical preliminaries needed for the analysis of the paper. Section 3 presents the extremum seeking problems on Riemannian manifolds and in Section 4 we extend the extremum seeking algorithm for optimization on Lie groups. In Sections 5 and 6 we present simple optimization examples on Lie groups SOp3q and SEp3q by applying the extremum seeking methods developed in Section 3.
Preliminaries.
In this section we provide the differential geometric material which is necessary for the analysis presented in the rest of the paper. We define some of the frequently used symbols of this paper in Table 2. 2.1. Riemannian manifolds. Definition 2.1 (see [24] , Chapter 3). A Riemannian manifold pM, g M q is a differentiable manifold M together with a Rieman- 
basis tangent vectors at x P M dx i basis cotangent vectors at x P M f px, tq time varying vector fields on
nian metric g M , where g M is defined for each x P M via an inner product g
M q is connected if for any x, y P M , there exists a piecewise smooth curve that connects x to y. Note that in the special case where M .
where b is the tensor product on Tx MˆTx M and g ij is the pi, jq entity of g M x , see [24] . As formalized in Definition 2.1, connected Riemannian manifolds possess the property that any pair of points x, y P M can be connected via a path γ P Ppx, yq, where
M q is an n dimensional connected Riemannian manifold. Then, for any x, y P M , there exists a piecewise smooth path γ P Ppx, yq that connects x to y.
The existence of connecting paths (via Theorem 2.2) between pairs of elements of an n dimensional connected Riemannian manifold pM, g M q facilitates the definition of a corresponding Riemannian distance. In particular, the Riemannian distance d : MˆM Ñ R is defined by the infimal path length between any two elements of M , with
Note that since Ppx, yq contains piecewise smooth paths connecting x and y then 9 γ corresponds to left and right derivatives at non-smooth points of γ.
Using the definition of Riemannian distance d of (2.2), it may be shown that pM, dq defines a metric space, see [22] . Next, the crucial concept of pushforward operators is introduced. Definition 2.3. For a given smooth mapping F : M Ñ N from manifold M to manifold N the pushforward T F is defined as a generalization of the Jacobian of smooth maps between Euclidean spaces, with
where
and
2.2. Geodesic Curves. Geodesics are defined [16] as length minimizing curves on Riemannian manifolds which satisfy
where γp¨q is a geodesic curve on pM, g M q and ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on M , see [22] . The solution of the Euler-Lagrange variational problem associated with the length minimizing problem shows that all the geodesics on an n dimensional Riemannian manifold pM, g M q must satisfy the following system of ordinary differential equations:
where all the indices i, j, k, l run from 1 up to n " dimpM q and rg ij s . " rg ij s´1. Recall that g ij is the pi, jq entity of the matrix g M x . Definition 2.4 ( [22] , P. 72). The restricted exponential map is defined by
where γ v p1q is the unique maximal geodesic [22, P. 59] initiating from x with the velocity v up to one as a solution of (2.3).
Throughout, restricted exponential maps are referred to as exponential maps. An open ball of radius δ ą 0 and centered at 0 P T x M in the tangent space at x is denoted by B δ p0q
.
Similarly, the corresponding closed ball is denoted by B δ p0q. Using the local diffeomorphic property of exponential maps, the corresponding geodesic ball centered at x is defined as follows.
Definition 2.5. For a vector space V , a star-shaped neighborhood of 0 P V is any open set U such that if u P U then αu P U, α P r0, 1s.
Definition 2. The following lemma reveals a relationship between normal neighborhoods and metric balls on pM, g M q. Lemma 2.11 ([31] , p. 122). Given any ǫ P R ą0 and x P M , suppose that exp x is a diffeomorphism on B ǫ p0q Ă T x M . If Bpx, rq Ă exp x B ǫ p0q for some r P R ą0 , then exp x B r p0q " Bpx, rq.
We note that B ǫ p0q is the metric ball of radius ǫ with respect to the Riemannian metric g M in T x M . This paper focuses on dynamical systems governed by differential equations on a connected n dimensional Riemannian manifold pM, g M q. Locally these differential equations are defined by (see [24] )
The time dependent flow associated with a differentiable time dependent vector field f is a map Φ f satisfying
One may show, for a smooth vector field f , that the integral flow Φ f ps, t 0 ,¨q : M Ñ M is a local diffeomorphism , see [24] .
2.3. Lie groups. As is well-known a Lie group pG, ‹q is a Riemannian manifold equipped with operations g 1 ‹ g 2 and g´1 which are smooth in their topologies (‹ is the group operation of G), see [20, 42] . We recall that the Lie algebra L of a Lie group G (see [7] , [42] ) is the tangent space at the identity element e with the associated Lie bracket defined on the tangent space L .
For a left invariant vector field X, we define the exponential map on Lie groups as follows:
where Φpt, Xq is the solution of 9 gptq " Xpgptqq with the boundary condition gp0q " e. It may be shown that the solution of 9 gptq " Xpgptqq with initial condition g 0 P G is given by g 0 ‹ expptXpeqq where ‹ is the group operation of G, see [7] . A Riemannian metric g G on a Lie group G is left invariant if
Analogous to left invariant metrics, right invariant Riemannian metrics on G are defined. A Riemannian metric which is both left and right invariant is called biinvariant. The Levi-Civita connection corresponding to a left invariant Riemannian metric g G is denoted by ∇ G . It may be shown that the Levi-Civita connection of a left invariant metric is left invariant i.e. (see [7] )
Note that the pushforward T g is not evaluated at any point, hence, T gX is a well defined vector field on G.
The following lemma gives a relationship between the exponential maps (2.6) and geodesics on Lie groups.
Lemma 2.12 ( [30] ). Assume G is a Lie group which admits a bi-invariant Riemannian metric. Then, for a left invariant vector field X on G we have
where expptXpeqq is the exponential map (2.6) and exp e ptXq is the geodesic emanating from e by velocity Xpeq.
Note that expptXpeqq is the solution of the left invariant vector field X on G, whereas exp e ptXq is the solution of (2.3) with the initial conditions exp e p0Xq " e, dt exp e ptXq| t"0 " Xpeq. 3. Optimization on Manifolds and Extremum Seeking. Let us consider the optimization of a smooth function J : M Ñ R ě0 , where pM, g M q is an n dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold. Extremum seeking algorithms are a class of online optimization methods developed for minimizing/maximizing smooth functions defined on Euclidean spaces. These methods can be applied to both static and dynamic functions. In this paper we restrict our analysis to static functions defined on Riemannian manifolds. An extremum seeking closed loop for M " R is shown in Figure 3 .1. This is the simplest form of the extremum seeking algorithm to minimize/maximize a scalar function J : R Ñ R ě0 , see [38] . The dither signal a sinpωtq provides a variation of the searching signalxptq in the one dimensional space R. The output xptq P R of the extremum seeking controller at time t is xptq "xptq`a sinpω tq, wherexptq P R is the corresponding output of the integrator shown. The closed loop dynamics inx coordinates are described by 9 xptq " ka sinpωtqJpxptq`a sinpωtqq. The next lemma shows that, on average, the extremum seeking scheme of Figure 3 .1 is a perturbation of the gradient algorithm.
Lemma 3.1 ([38] ). Consider the extremum seeking scheme in Figure 3 .1. Then, on average, the closed loop of the extremum seeking algorithm in Figure 3 .1 is a perturbation of the gradient algorithm inx coordinates.
The proof is based on the Taylor expansion of the cost function J inx coordinates. By fixingxptq to a dummy variable z, we have
Hence, the dynamical equations inx coordinates are given by
The dynamical equation (3.2) is a periodic time-varying system where one may apply the averaging techniques, see [17] . In particular, the averaged system is given by
where T is the period of sinpωtq. Obviously (3.3) is in a perturbation form of the gradient algorithm in R. The results of Lemma 3.1 are of great importance since convergence of the averaged dynamical system in (3.3) to a neighborhood of an equilibrium (local minimum or maximum) is required in order to guarantee the closeness of solutions of the time varying system (3.2) to a local optimizer, see [21] . Here, we extend the framework above for optimization of cost functions defined on finite dimensional Riemannian manifolds. The main challenge is to introduce a class of dither signals which perturb the optimizerx without violating the restrictions imposed by the ambient manifolds. This is done by employing the so-called geodesic dithers as follows.
Consider an n dimensional Riemannian manifold pM, g M q. For any x P M , we consider the following local time-varying perturbation
where t B Bxi u, i " 1,¨¨¨, n, is the basis for the tangent space at x. As formalized in Definition 2.4, exp x v is a geodesic emanating from x P M with velocity v P T x M . In this case we perturb the n different coordinates on M with different frequencies ω i , i " 1,¨¨¨, n. As an example, for a one dimensional Riemannian manifold S 1 , Figure 3.2 shows the example of a geodesic dither exp x a sinpωtq B Bθ at x P S 1 where a local coordinate system corresponding to S 1 is given by (for the definition of coordinate systems see [23] )
Motivated by the classical extremum seeking closed loop of Figure 3 .1, we present a time-varying extremum seeking vector field f px, tq P TxM for optimization on pM, g M q which is locally given by
In this paper we assume that the optimization problem is to minimize a cost function, hence, following (3.3), without loss of generality assume k "´1. Finally, the optimizing trajectoryxp¨q is a solution of the time dependent differential equation
The closed loop system (3.6) is called the extremum seeking system on pM, g M q.
Note that t appears as a parameter in expx´ř
That is to say
where η and t are independent. Also note that the optimization algorithm (3.5) does not require any information about the gradient of J. However, cost function J should be measurable for the optimizing algorithm.
The next lemma proves that on compact Riemannian manifolds one may choose parameters a i ą 0 sufficiently small such that for all x P M we have exp x´ř n i"1 a i sinpω i tq B Bxi¯P ιpxq. These results will be employed to obtain the Taylor expansion of cost functions on Riemannian manifolds along geodesics.
Lemma 3.2. Consider the geodesic dither introduced by (3.4) on a smooth n dimensional compact Riemannian manifold pM, g M q. Then for all x P M , we may select a i ą 0, i " 1,¨¨¨, n, such that for all t P R, exp x´ř n i"1 a i sinpω i tq B Bxi¯P ιpxq. Proof. Since M is compact and smooth then ιpM q is bounded from below, see [19] . Hence, for all x P M there exists κ P R ą0 such that κ ă ιpxq. The Riemannian norm of the dither signal is given by
Since M is compact,
2 , @t P R, which completes the proof. We adopt the following assumption for the cost function J on pM, g M q and the dither frequencies ω i , i " 1,¨¨¨, n. This assumption is compatible with the main assumption on dither frequencies in [11] for multi-agent extremum seeking algorithms. Assumption 1. Cost function J : M Ñ R ě0 is smooth and locally positive definite in a neighborhood of a unique local minimum x˚P M , where Jpx˚q " 0. The dither frequencies are ω i " ωω i , whereω i is rational,ω i ‰ω j , 2ω i ‰ω j , j ‰ i and ω i ‰ω j`ωk for distinct i, j, k, where ω i , ω P R ą0 , i, j P 1,¨¨¨, n.
Here we introduce the gradient and average systems which correspond to the extremum seeking vector field (3.5) on pM, g M q. For the smooth function J : M Ñ R ě0 the gradient system is defined by
where the set t B Bxi , i " 1,¨¨¨, nu is a basis of T x M . We note that the formal definition of the gradient gradJ of J is given by [16] as
where dJ is the one form differential of J locally given by dJ " ř n i"1
BJ
Bxi dx i P Tx M . Note that the existence of gradJ in (3.8) is implied by an application of Riesz representation theorem since dJ belongs to the dual space Tx M and g M p¨,¨q defines an inner product on T x M , see [33] . In this case gradJpxq "
where rg ij s " rg ij s´1. Hence, the formal gradient system corresponding to J is 9 xptq "
Bxi . However, in this paper, we adopt the terminology that the gradient system of J refers to (3.7). The scaled version of the gradient system (3.7) is given as
With no further confusion we refer the scaled gradient system as gradient system. For the periodic time varying vector field f px, tq in (3.5), the averaged dynamical system is defined as follows
where T is the period of f , i.e. f px, tq " f px, t`T q.
The following lemma proves that, on average, the closed loop of the extremum seeking system (3.6) is a perturbation of the gradient system of the cost function J.
Lemma 3.3. Consider the extremum seeking system in (3.6) on a compact Riemannian manifold pM, g M q where the optimizing trajectory is perturbed by the geodesic dither presented in (3.4). Then, subject to Assumption 1, the averaged dynamical system of (3.5) is a perturbation of the gradient system (3.9) of the cost function J.
Proof. See Appendix A. The results of Lemma 3.3 imply that the state trajectories of the averaged dynamical system (3.10) can be estimated by the state trajectories of the scaled gradient system (3.9). In the case a i " a j , i, j " 1,¨¨¨, n then 9 xptq "´ř
is identical to (3.7).
Remark 1. Note that the compactness of M can be relaxed when the analysis is carried out in a local neighborhood of x˚which is contained in a compact set. The existence of this compact set is guaranteed since manifolds are Housdorff spaces and Housdorff spaces are locally compact, see [23] , Proposition 4.27.
We analyze the properties of the state trajectory of (3.5) based on the state trajectory of the average system (3.10). Also stability properties of the gradient system 9 xptq "´ř
Bxi facilitate the closeness of solutions between the time varying dynamical systems (3.5) and the gradient system (3.9). The same results on Euclidean spaces are presented in [34] . The following lemma gives the uniform local asymptotic stability of the gradient system obtained in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. Consider the gradient dynamical system (3.9) on a compact connected n dimensional Riemannian manifold pM, g M q. Then, subject to Assumption 1, the cost function J is a Lyapunov function and x˚is locally asymptotically stable (see [17] ) for the gradient system (3.9) on pM, g M q
Proof. See Appendix B.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper which gives a local convergence of the geodesic extremum seeking system to a unique local minimum/maximum of the function J on an n dimensional compact Rimeannian manifold pM, g M q. The compactness assumption can be relaxed if the analysis is restricted to a local neighborhood of the optimizer x˚which is contained in a compact set as per Remark 1.
Theorem 3.5. Consider the geodesic extremum seeking system (3.6) on a compact connected n dimensional Riemannian manifold pM, g M q, where ω i " ωω i , i " 1,¨¨¨, n satisfy Assumption 1. Assume x˚P M is a unique local optimizer of J : M Ñ R ě0 , where J satisfies Assumption 1. Then for any neighborhood U x˚Ă M of x˚on M , there exist sufficiently small parameters a i ą 0, i " 1,¨¨¨, n, sufficiently large frequency ω and a neighborhood of x˚denoted byÛ x˚Ă M , such that for any x 0 PÛ x˚, the state trajectory of the closed loop system (3.5) initiating from x 0 ultimately enters and remains in U x˚.
Proof. See Appendix C.
Remark 2. The results of Theorem 3.5 give closeness of the state trajectory of the extremum seeking system (3.5) to the local optimizer x˚since the state trajectory of (3.5) ultimately enters and remains in U x˚. This is guaranteed by tuning the frequency ω and dither amplitudes a i ą 0.
Remark 3. The proof of Theorem 3.5 is based on closeness of solutions and averaging analysis for dynamical systems evolving on Riemannian manifolds and stability of perturbed systems.The results related to averaging for dynamical systems on Riemannian manifolds are presented in Appendix D. The stability results for perturbed systems on Riemannian manifolds are presented in appendix F. We employ the averaging techniques presented in Appendix D to analyze the closeness of solutions on Riemannian manifolds where the averaged dynamical system is not necessarily stable. However, one may show that the state trajectory of the averaged system remains bounded in a neighborhood of x˚.
The following lemma presents the state trajectory of a special combination of flows on pM, g M q. The proof of Theorem 3.5 is based on closeness of solutions of the state trajectory of extremum seeking system (3.5) and the trajectory zp¨q constructed in the lemma below. Definition 3.6. Let X, Y P XpM q be smooth vector fields on M , where it may be shown that Φ Y pt, t 0 , .q : M Ñ M is a local diffeomorphism (see [1] ). Let us denote
as follows.
X¯pxq .
In R n , for a diffeomorphism φ : R n Ñ R n and X P XpR n q, we have
Lemma 3.7. Consider a T periodic time varying dynamical system 9 x " ǫf px, tq, where f px, t`T q " f px, tq, on an n dimensional Riemannian manifold pM, g M q. The averaged dynamical system is given by 9
x " ǫf pxq, wheref pxq "
where pΦ´1q
p1,sqǫ Z is the pullback of the local diffeomorphism pΦ´1q
The results of Lemma 3.7 are employed to obtain the closeness of solutions for the dynamical systems (3.5) and its averaged system as per Lemma 3.2. The full proof of Theorem 3.5 is given in Appendix C.
4. Extremum seeking on Lie groups. The extremum seeking system (3.6) is modified for optimization on Lie groups. In this case we employ the group structure of the ambient manifold and define the extremum seeking vector field along the exponential maps on Lie groups. This makes the computation of the geodesic dithers defined before particularly simple for matrix Lie groups. The following lemma characterizes goedesics on Lie groups which admit bi-invariant Riemannian metrics.
Lemma 4.1. Assume G is a Lie group which admits a bi-invariant Riemannian metric then for a left invariant vector field X on G, g ‹ expptXpeqq is a geodesic emanating from g P G.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward extension of Lemma 2.12. To show that γptq " g ‹ expptXq, X P L is a geodesic through g P G we have
since expptXq is a geodesic by Lemma 2.12 and
The geodesic dither (3.4) is given along exp on Lie groups by 
,¨¨¨, n, sufficiently large ω and a neighborhood U g˚Ă G of g˚such that for any g 0 PÛ g˚, the state trajectory of (4.2) initiating from g 0 ultimately enters and remains in U g˚.
Proof. Since G is compact then it possesses a bi-invariant Riemannian metric. Hence, Lemma 4.1 implies that g ‹expp
Bgi q is a geodesic through g P G and the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 3.5.
In the case that G is not compact we employ the Taylor expansion of smooth functions on G, given in [20] . Lemma 4.3 ([20] ). Consider a left invariant vector field X P XpGq which is identified by Xpeq P L. Then for a smooth function J : G Ñ R we have
Consider the extremum seeking algorithm in (4.2) on a Lie group G where the optimizing trajectory is perturbed by the exponential dither presented in (4.1). Then, subject to Assumption 1, the averaged dynamical system of (4.2) is a perturbation of the first order variation X a pgqJ, where X a pgq is the left invariant vector field identified by X a peq " ř n i"1 a which completes the proof.
Note that since G is not compact the perturbation vector field
Bgi is not uniformly bounded on G. However, at any point g P G its magnitude is of order Oppmax iP1,¨¨¨,n a i q 4 q. It is shown in the proof of Theorem F.2 in Appendix F that selecting the perturbation of an asymptotic stable system on a Riemannian manifold sufficiently small guarantees that the state trajectory of the perturbed system remains in a compact neighborhood of the equilibrium of the asymptotic stable system. In that case the magnitude of perturbation vector field above can be uniformly bounded on a compact set containing the equilibrium.
Lemma 4.5. Consider the gradient dynamical system 9 g "´ř
J¯pgqT e g B Bgi , g P G on an n dimensional Lie group pG, ‹q. Then subject to Assumption 1, g˚is is locally asymptotically stable on pG, ‹q for the gradient dynamical system.
Proof. The proof parallels the proof iof Lemma 3.4 since
Note that by Assumption 1, pXJq pgq " lim tÑ0
Jpg‹expptXpeqqq´Jpgq t " 0 only at the unique local optimal point g˚.
Theorem 4.6. Consider the extremum seeking system (4.2) on a connected n dimensional Lie group G, where ω i " ωω i , i " 1,¨¨¨, n satisfy Assumption 1. Assume g˚P G is a unique local optimizer of J : G Ñ R ě0 , where J satisfies Assumption 1. Then for any neighborhood U g˚Ă G of G˚on G, there exist sufficiently small parameters a i , i " 1,¨¨¨, n, sufficiently large ω and a neighborhoodÛ g˚Ă G of gs uch that for any g 0 PÛ g˚, the state trajectory of (4.2) initiating from g 0 ultimately enters and remains in U g˚.
Proof. See Appendix E.
Example on SOp3q.
In this section we give a conceptual example for orientation control which is modeled by elements of SOp3q which is a compact Lie group.
We recall that SOp3q is the rotation group in R 3 given by
where GLpnq is the set of nonsingular nˆn matrices. The Lie algebra of SOp3q which is denoted by sop3q is given by (see [42] ) sop3q " X P M p3q| X`X T " 0 ( , where M pnq is the space of all nˆn matrices. The Lie group operation ‹ is given by the matrix multiplication and consequently T g1 g 2 is also given by the matrix multiplication g 2 X, X P T g1 G.
A left invariant dynamical system on SOp3q is given by 9 gptq " gX, gp0q " g 0 , X P sop3q.
The Lie algebra bilinear operator is defined as the commuter of matrices, i.e. rX, Y s " XY´Y X, X, Y P sop3q. 
The optimization is performed for the cost function J : SOp3q Ñ R defined by
where g˚is the optimal orientation matrix in SOp3q. We assume g˚" I 3ˆ3 , hence, J " 3´trpgq. The Lie algebra sop3q is spanned by , where g P SOp3q.
The extremum seeking vector field given in (4.2) is presented on SOp3q by
where by Lemma 2.12 the exponential map on SOp3q is a geodesic (SOp3q is compact).
Note that in (5.2) g B Bgi P T g SOp3q. The optimizing trajectory gp¨q is a solution of the time dependent differential equation
The algorithms initiates from the initial orientation at g 0 "¨c 
SOp3q
. The amplitudes and frequencies are set at a 1 " a 2 " a 3 " .1 and ω 1 " 2, ω 2 " 4.1, ω 3 " 6.2. Figure 5 shows the convergence of the cost function and the state trajectory gptq "¨g 11 p2q g 12 ptq g 13 ptq g 21 ptq g 22 ptq g 23 ptq g 31 ptq g 32 ptq g 33 ptq‚ P SOp3q. As is obvious, the optimal solution for the optimization problem is g˚" I 3ˆ3 .
The algorithm converges to g "¨.
999´0.0159 0.0110 0.0161 0.9998´0.0174 0.0108 0.0175 0.9998‚ P SOp3q.
6. Example on SEp3q. In this section we give another conceptual example for an orientation control on SEp3q which is not compact.
As is known, SEp3q is the space of rotation and translation which is used for robotic modeling. We have
where g SOp3q models the rotation and g R models the translation in R 3 . The Lie algebra of SEp3q which is denoted by sep3q is given by (see [42] )
Let us consider the cost function J : SEp3q Ñ R as
where gS Op3q is the optimal orientation matrix in SOp3q and r˚is the optimal distance from the origin in R 3 . As is obvious the optimal solution for the optimization problem above isˆgS Op3q r0
1ˆ3

1˙P
SEp3q. The cost function above minimizes the distance from the orientation gS Op3q and distance from r˚. Without loss of generality, we assume gS Op3q " I 3ˆ3 P SOp3q and r˚" p0, 0, 0q P R 3 . The Lie algebra sep3q is spanned by hence, the dither vector field is given by Xpgq " g¨Xpeq, where g P SEp3q.
Similar to the example on SOp3q, the extremum seeking vector field on SEp3q is given by the following vector field
where exp is the exponential operator defined on SEp3q. On SEp3q the exponential map does not coincide with geodesics since SEp3q does not admit a bi-invariant Riemannian metric, see [30] . Hence, the results of Theorem 4.6 grantees the local convergence of the algorithm. In this case, the exp operator is not the same as the exp operator on SOp3q.
For a tangent vectorˆS v 0 1ˆ3 0˙P sep3q, where S "¨0 a b a 0 ć b´c 0‚ , we have
and θ " ? a 2`b2`c2 . In the case that θ " 0, we have exppˆS
1˙. The optimizing trajectory gp¨q is a solution of the time dependent differential equation
The algorithm initiates from the initial orientation at 7. Conclusion. In this paper we extended the standard extremum seeking algorithms developed for online optimization to a class of online algorithms for optimization on Riemannian manifolds. We introduced the notion of geodesic dithers for extremum seeking algorithms on Riemannian manifolds and employed the results of averaging on manifolds to obtain a local convergence of the extremum seeking loop to a local optimizer on Riemannian manifolds. Two examples on Lie groups were presented to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.
Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 3.3 . The cost function J may be expanded along geodesics by using the Taylor expansion on Riemannian manifolds, see [36] . We employ Lemma 3.1 to guarantee that there exist a i ą 0, i " 1,¨¨¨, n, such that exp x´ř n i"1 a i sinpω i tq B Bxi¯P ιpxq. Then the Taylor expansion of J at x P M along the geodesic exp x pηXq, where X P T x M , is given by (see [36] )
which is equivalent to
where dJ : T M Ñ R is a differential form of J, η˚is the upper existence limit for geodesics on M and ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection, see [22] . Note that for compact manifolds η˚" 8. The expansion above along the geodesic dithers in (3.4) is Linear properties of ∇ imply that (see [22] )
Jpxq, and iteratively we have
J˘pxq.
We drop the notationˆfor the state trajectory in (3.5) and the dynamical equations for the extremum seeking feedback loop are given in x coordinates as follows:
Denote the new time scale by τ . " ωt, then (A.3) is a τ varying vector field on pM, g M q which is periodic with respect to τ . The dynamical system (A.3) in τ scale is given by
Let T denote the least common multiplier of the periods of sinpω i τ q, i " 1,¨¨¨, n. The average dynamical system is then given as
Since M is compact and J is smooth then the higher derivatives of J are all bounded above on M and (A.4) is written as
Bxi is a perturbed version of the time invariant vector field´1 ω ř n i"1
Following (3.7), we note that
Bxi is a scaled version of the gradient system presented in (3.7).
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 3.4. Consider J as the candidate Lyapunov function on pM, g M q. The variation of J along´ř
where L is the Lie derivative of J along vector fields on pM,
Note that Assumption 1 guarantees that, locally,
Lf J is locally negative-definite. By Assumption 1 and (B.1) the cost function J : M Ñ R ě0 is locally positive definite, its derivative with respect to time is negative definite and Jpx˚q " 0. Hence, J is a Lyapunov function on pM, g M q, see [7] . Therefore, applying the results of [7] , Theorem 6.14, implies that x˚is locally asymptotically stable. ş T 0 f px, τ qdτ . We consider the periodic vector field Z defined in Lemma 3.7, Zpt, xq . " ş t 0 pf pxqf px, τ qqdτ, x P M, t P R ě0 , where Zpt, xq " Zpt`T, xq and T is the period of the extremum seeking system f . Now consider a composition of flows on M given by zpτ q " Φ p1,0q
By the results of Lemma 3.7, the tangent vector of z is computed by
ω Z´1 ω f p¨, τ q¯pzpτ qq`1 ω 
One may see that Hp0, τ, xq "f pxq where by the construction above, H is smooth with respect to H`1 ω , τ, x˘| 1 ω "ζ and ζ P r0, 1 ω s. We note that H`1 ω , τ, x˘is periodic with respect to τ since f px, τ q and Zpτ, xq are both T-periodic. Hence, hpx, ζ, τ q is a T-periodic vector field on M .
The metric triangle inequality on pM, g M q implies
Based on (C.3), We analyze the closeness of solutions for the following dynamics.
Bxi is the gradient system. Rescaling time back to t via t "
or equivalently by Lemma 3.3
where xpt 0 q " ypt 0 q " zpt 0 q " x 0 .
The variation of the cost function J alongf p¨q is given by
Lf J" Lf`řn i"1 OppmaxiP1,¨¨¨,n aiq 4 q
As shown by the proof of Lemma 3.4, locally, we have Lf J ď 0. Without loss of generality, assume positive definiteness and negative definiteness of J and Lf J " L´1 The variation of J alongf pzptqq`1 ω hpz, ζ, tq is then given by
The same argument applies to the variation of J alongf`1 ω hpz, ζ, tq and we obtain that Lf`1 ω h J ă 0 on pM´W x˚q Ş N b px˚q for sufficiently small a i and sufficiently large ω. Note that h is periodic with respect to t, ζ P r0, 1 ω s and M is compact. Hence, L h J is bounded and this implies that by choosing a i sufficiently small and ω sufficiently large the state trajectory zp¨q remains in N b px˚q for all initial states z 0 P intpN b px˚qq.
Denote the uniform normal neighborhood of x˚P M with respect to U x˚b y U n x˚( its existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.12 in [22] ). Consider a geodesic ball of radius δ where U We analyze the distance between the state trajectory yp¨q of the asymptotically stable system and the averaged and full systems. As is obvious from (C.5), the averaged systems and the dynamical system corresponding to zp¨q are perturbations of the gradient system 9 y "f pyq, where 9 y "f pyq is locally asymptotically stable and the magnitude of the perturbations vector fields is arbitrarily shrunken by adjusting a i and ω in (C.5). Since the initial state set is chosen such that the state trajectory zp¨q remains in a normal neighborhood of x˚, then the conditions of Theorems F.2 in Appendix F are satisfied. Hence, there exist a neighborhood U 1 x˚Ă intpN b px˚qq and a continuous function ρ, such that for all
where ρ is a continuous function which is zero at zero. We note that since M is compact, h is periodic with respect to t and ζ P r0,
. Also note that (C.6) does not guarantee the convergence of the perturbed state trajectory to x˚. However, it gives a local closeness of solutions in terms of the Riemannian distance function d to x˚after elapsing enough time. The closeness estimation provided in (C.6) is used to bound the distance between yp¨q, xp¨q and zp¨q as follows. By employing the triangle inequality we have
and d´Φf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , x 0 q, Φf pt, t 0 , x 0 q¯ď d´Φf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , x 0 q, x˚¯`d´x˚, Φf pt, t 0 , x 0 q¯, (C. 8) where in (C.8), dpx˚, Φf pt, t 0 , x 0converges to zero and dpΦf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , x 0 q, x˚q can be chosen arbitrarily small by (C.6). Note that ||hpz, ζ, tq|| g M is bounded since M is compact, ζ P r0, 1 ω s and h is periodic with respect to t. In order to show the boundedness of dpΦ f pt, t 0 , x 0 q, Φf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , x 0in (C.7), we switch back to the time scale τ . Now we prove dpΦ 1 ω f pτ, τ 0 , x 0 q, Φ p1,0q
By the definition of the distance function given in (2.2), we have dpΦ 1 ω Z ps, 0, xq, xq ď ℓpΦ 1 ω Z ps, 0, xqq, where ℓpΦ 1 ω Z ps, 0, xqq is the length of the curve connecting x to Φ 1 ω Z ps, 0, xq on M . Therefore,
Periodicity of Z with respect to t, boundedness of Φ 1 ω Z p¨, 0, xq in the sense of compactness of M and smoothness of Z with respect to x together yield dpΦ 1 ω Z p1, 0, xq, xq " O`1 ω˘. Since x is a generic element of M we have
where x is replaced by Φ 1 ω f pτ, τ 0 , x 0 q P M . Hence, by using (C.3), for any
there exists a timeT x0 , such that
Note that Φ p1,0q
(C.10)
As (C.10) indicates d´Φ 1 ω f pτ, τ 0 , x 0 q, x˚¯can be ultimately bounded by shrinking a i , i " 1,¨¨¨, n and increasing ω such that the state trajectory Φ f pt, t 0 , x 0 q enters U x˚a nd remains there.
Appendix D. Averaging on Riemannian manifolds. Let us consider a perturbed system as 9 xptq " ǫf pxptq, tq, f P XpMˆRq, x 0 P M, ǫ ě 0, where f is periodic in t with the period T , i.e. f px, tq " f px, t`T q. Such a system is referred to as T -periodic. The averaged vector fieldf is given bŷ
where the average dynamical system is locally given by 9 xptq " ǫf pxptqq. In order to obtain closeness of solutions for dynamical systems we employ the notion of pullbacks of vector fields along diffeomorphisms on M as per Definition 3.6.
We have the following lemma for the variation of smooth parameter varying vector fields.
Lemma D. ǫZ˝Φ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q with respect to time has two components as follows: 9 zptq " T Φ ǫf pt,t0,x0q Φ p1,0q ǫZ´ǫ f pΦ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q, tq¯`B Bt`Φ p1,0q
ǫZ˝Φ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q˘, (D. 3) where ǫf pΦ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q, tq " B Bt Φ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q. The first term is the variation of zptq with respect to the variation of the initial state Φ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q and the second term is the variation of zptq with respect to the variation of Z. Note that the flow Φ ps,0q ǫZΦ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q has two time scales t and s which are independent. Hence, the vector field Z is s invariant and t dependent where t appears as a parameter in Z.
By (3.11) we have
ǫZ´ǫ f pΦ ǫf pt, t 0 , x 0 q, tq¯" pΦ´1q p1,0qǫ
Z´ǫ f p¨, tq¯pΦ Appendix E. Proof of Theorem 4.6. The proof parallels the proof of Theorem 3.5 by employing the results of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.4. However, (C.9) does not necessarily hold since G is not compact. The same as (C.9) we observe that dpΦ f pt, t 0 , g 0 q, Φf pt, t 0 , g 0ď dpΦ f pt, t 0 , g 0 q, Φf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , g 0 qqd pΦf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , g 0 q, Φf pt, t 0 , g 0 qq, and dpΦf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , g 0 q, Φf pt, t 0 , g 0ď dpΦf`1 ω h pt, t 0 , g 0 q, g˚q`dpg˚, Φf pt, t 0 , g 0 qq, where f ,f andf are the extremum seeking, averaged and gradient vector fields induced by (4.2) . By the results of Lemma 4.5 and Theorem F.2, dpg˚, Φf pt, t 0 , g 0U n x˚( U n x˚i s a normal neighborhood around x˚). Assume ||T x f p¨, tq|| is uniformly bounded with respect to t on N x˚, where ||.|| is the norm of the bounded linear operator T f : T M Ñ T T M . Then, for some U x˚Ă U n x˚, for all xpt 0 q " x 0 P U x˚, there exist a differentiable function w : MˆR Ñ R ě0 and α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 P K (continuous, strictly increasing and zero at zero, see [17] ), such that for all x P U x˚a nd t P rt 0 , 8q, piq : α 1 pdpx, x˚qq ď wpx, tq ď α 2 pdpx, x˚qq , piiq : L f px,tq w ď´α 3 pdpx, x˚qq , piiiq : ||T x w|| ď α 4 pdpx, x˚qq , (F.2) where dp¨,¨q is the Riemannian metric, L is the Lie derivative and T w : T M Ñ T R » RˆR is the pushforward of w.
Note that the lemma above holds for the time invariant gradient system 9 x " ř n i"1 a 2 i 2 ∇ B Bx j Jpxq B Bxi since by Lemma 3.4 the gradient system is locally asymptotically stable. In this case that the Lyapunov function w is time invariant. By the results of Lemma 3.4 it has been shown that J can be considered as a Lyapunov function. However, Lyapunov w may not be necessary identical to J. One may show that items (i)-(iii) in Lemma F.1 locally hold for J around x˚when Assumption 1 is satisfied. Also note that for a compact manifold M , ||T x f || is a bounded operator and the hypothesis of Lemma F.1 are satisfied for the extremum seeking algorithm (3.5) on compact manifolds.
The following theorem gives the stability of (F.1), where the nominal system is locally uniformly asymptotically stable.
Theorem F.2 ([39]).
Let x˚be an equilibrium of dynamical system 9 x " f px, tq, which is locally uniformly asymptotically stable (see [17] ) on a neighborhood N x˚Ă U n x˚( U n x˚i s a normal neighborhood around x˚). Assume the perturbed dynamical system (F.1) is complete and the Riemannian norm of the perturbation h P XpMˆRq is bounded on N x˚, i.e. ||hpx, tq|| g M ď δ, x P N x˚, t P rt 0 , 8q. Then, for sufficiently small δ, there exists a neighborhood U x˚a nd a function ρ P K, such that lim sup tÑ8 dpΦ f`h pt, t 0 , x 0 q, x˚q ď ρpδq, x 0 P U x˚.
Proof. A full version of the proof is given in [39] . However, for the completeness of the analysis we present a sketch of the proof in this paper. Following the results of Lemma F.1, there exists U x˚Ă N x˚, such that (F.2) holds for a Lyapunov function w. By Lemma F.1, there exists U x˚a nd α 3 P K, such that
First we show that the neighborhood U x˚c an be shrunk, such that Φ f`h pt, t 0 , x 0 q P U x˚, t P rt 0 , 8q provided x 0 P U x˚. By Lemma 6.12 in [7] , there exists a compact sublevel set N b,t0 px˚q Ă U x˚w here x˚P intpN b,t0 px˚qq. Hence, by the Shrinking Lemma [23] there exists a precompact neighborhood W x˚, such that, W x˚Ă intpN b,t0 px˚qq Ă N b,t0 px˚q, see [23] . Hence, M´W x˚i s a closed set and N b,t0 px˚q Ş pM´W x˚q is a compact set (closed subsets of compact sets are compact). The continuity of α 3 and dp¨, x˚q together with the compactness of N b,t0 px˚q Ş pM´W x˚q imply the existence of the following parameter M,
